September 8, 2020

Incarceration.

...the legacies of racialized coercion in the United States... to places, discourses, ...one must shift the... expand the ways the built environment... Paths to Prison: On the Architectures of Carcerality

As we launch the 2020-2021 academic year under unprecedented circumstances, I want to share some hope. As I have described in earlier messages and town halls, my sense of community and the warm collegial and vibrant spaces have been adjusted to meet lower... we can to help each other in this academic year, no matter... we must do all... and heartbreaking realities, we are excited to turn our focus... after months spent grappling with powerful movements... After... myriad of events.

... among many others, our programming also includes... Columbia... Community Health Compact, including undergoing... where we are and no matter how dispersed our community... we are to welcome you all to the Fall 2020 semester at GSAPP... your dedication to improving the world around us, and look... with these new tools that will expand and shape our ways... in-person students and faculty. We look forward... and modes of practice, that continues to propel us forward.

...the message shared by President Bollinger last... GSAPP student Ochuko Okor... We will begin... spaces have been adjusted to meet lower... my ongoing enthusiasm and... initiatives a series of... discourses acknowledging and exploring the history of... to its scales... and the City...

...the sense of community and the warm collegial and vibrant... and practices that continue to propel us forward. We will begin... agreeing to adhere to public health... community and each other safe means following the... can to help each other in this academic year, no matter... andmodes of practice, that continues to propel us forward.

...the message shared by President Bollinger last... GSAPP student Ochuko Okor... We will begin... spaces have been adjusted to meet lower... my ongoing enthusiasm and... initiatives a series of... discourses acknowledging and exploring the history of... to its scales... and the City...